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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we develop a theory for convolutions of  the type defined in formula 
(1), where {f(m, n): m, n -- 1, 2, ...} and {g(n): n = 1, 2, ...} are given sets of  numbers.  
It turns out that the relationship between the generating functions of  the sequences 
involved is conveniently expressed by an integral equat ion;  standard methods for 
solving this equation lead to more information about the convolution. Special cases 
of  the convolution under  study here occur in diverse combinatorial  prob lems- - for  
example, we have used it to prove a lower bound for the number  of  n-ominoes [3], and 
to give a new derivation for the theorem Read proved in his investigations of  the cell 
growth problem [4]. Convolut ions of  this type enumerate plane trees [5], and, as we 
show in this paper, suitable specializations show that sums extended over the divisors 
or the partit ions of  a number  can be studied as a special case of this convolution. 
The convolution which defines b~(p, n) may be interpreted as a sum of weighted paths 
of  length k originating at a node p in a directed graph; in particular, the directed graph 
may be the Hasse diagram for a partially ordered set. This indicates why sums involving 
the natural ordering of  the integers, and the division relation on the natural  numbers,  
can be studied as special cases of this convolution. 
GENERATING SERIES 
Suppose {f(m, n) : m, n ~ 1, 2,...} and {g(n) : n = l, 2,...} are given 
sets of numbers and consider the numbers {b(n) : n --~ 1, 2,...} defined by 
b(n) = ~ f (ax , a2) f (a2 , a3) "" f (ai-1, ai) g(ai), (1) 
where the sum extends over all compositions (at,  a2 ..... ai) of n into an 
unrestricted number of positive parts. We make the convention that g(n) 
is the contribution to the sum when the number of  parts of  the composition 
is one. 
The symbol b~(a, n), used with all or only some of the suffixes, will 
denote the partial sum obtained from (1) when the index of summation 
has been restricted to those compositions of n which have exactly k parts, 
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no part greater than j, and the first part equal to a; if a suffix is dropped, 
the corresponding restriction on the index of summation is dropped as 
well. This definition implies certain obvious relationships between the 
numbers b~(a, n) defined. For example, we have 
b(n) = ~. b(a, n) -~ ~ b~(.), (2) 
a=l  k=l  
n 
bJ(n) = Zb~(a,n) = ~b~(n), (3) 
a=l  k=l  
n 
b(a, n) = bk(a, n), bk(n) = ~ bk(a, n). (4) 
k =1 a=l  
Less trivial perhaps are the following relationships which play a central 
role in later work: for a < n, 
b(a, n) = ~f(a,  aO f(aa , a~) "" f(ai-1, al) g(ai) 
= ~f(a,  v) b(v, n -- a), 
v 
(5) 
bk+l(a, n) =- ~f(a,  v) bk(v, n -- a), k = 1, 2 ..... (6) 
v 
The index of summation in the first sum in (5) is extended over all composi- 
tions (al ,  a2 ..... ai) of n -  a into an unrestricted number of  positive 
parts: the second equality follows on summing over compositions of 
n - -  a with al =- v for v = 1, 2,..., n --  a. The proof  of (6) is similar. 
Now we turn our attention to finding the relationships between the 
generating functions of the sequences being studied. Thus, we define 
f, G(x) = ~ g(n) x", 
n=l  
B(x, y) = ~ ~ b(a, n)yax", 
n~l a=l 
(7) 
so that F(x, y) is an analytic function of x for fixed y and of y for fixed x 
in neighborhoods o fx  = 0 and y = 0, respectively, and G(x) is an analytic 
function in a neighborhood of  x = 0. For fixed natural numbers j and k 
we write B~(x, y) and Bk(x, y) for the generating functions of {b~(a, n)} 
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and {bk(a, n)}, respectively. For example, using this notation, the relations 
in (2), (3), and (4) imply 
oo 
B(x, 1) = ~ b(n) x", (8) 
n=l 
0o 
B(x, y) = ~ Bk(x, y). (9) 
k=l  
All of the B functions are analytic i f F  and G are analytic; to show this 
it is sufficient to show that 
s ~ If(a1, as)llf(a2, a3)t "'" If(a,-1, a~)ltg(ai)l x '~ (10) 
n=l 
converges for sufficiently small Ix I, where the inner sum extends over 
all compositions of n. The proof follows from the fact that series such as 
in (7) converge if and only if there exist positive constants ~, /3, and ~, 
such that Jf(m, n) I < o~mfi '~and [g(n) [ < ~,"; assuming this we have for 
a given composition (ai, as ..... ai) of n, 
If(aa, as)[ If(as, as)[ "'" If(ai-1, ai)] ]f(ai)] < (~/3y) '~. (11) 
There are 2 n-1 compositions of n, so the coefficient of x n in (10) is less 
than (2~fl),)n; hence, the series converges for I x l < 1/(2o~fly). 
It is clear that the B functions are uniquely defined by the coefficients 
b~:(a, n) once F and G are specified; however, there are other ways to 
construct hese functions. We begin by finding a relationship between 
F, G and the sequence {Bk}. 
By definition 
i_~O g(n)' if a = n, bl(a, n) (12) 
otherwise; 
in terms of generating functions this becomes 
Bl(X, y) = ~ g(n) xny" ~- G(xy). (13) 
Next, multiplying through (6) with yax'* and summing over a and n 
we obtain 
Bk+l(X , y) = ~ ~ f(a, v) bk(v, n -- a) yax•. (14) 
o , ,n  v 
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It is easy to verify by substituting the power series involved that the sum 
in the right member of (14) is the residue with respect to s of 
F(xy, 1/s)Bk(x, s)/s; hence, for k = 1, 2,..., 
1 f ( 1) Bk(x,s)ds (15) Bk+l(X, y) = ~ F xy, ~- T ' 
e 
where c is a contour in the s plane which includes the singularities of 
F(xy, 1/s)/s, but excludes those of Bk(x, s). In practice the singularities in 
the s plane of F(xy, 1Is)Is may be known, in which case the integration 
in (15) may be carried out to obtain a recurrence relation satisfied by the 
sequence {BI~}. If we are able to surmise the form of Bk in general after 
calculating Ba, B2 ..... this recurrence relation can be used to prove the 
conjectured formula by induction. 
Summing on k in (15) we obtain 
Bk+i(x, y) = ~g~ F xy,  Bk(x, s) ds . 
k=l  c = S ' 
(16) 
adding B~(x, y) = G(xy) to each side of the equality in (16) we obtain 
1 1 s) d* B(x, y) = G(xy) + ~ a f~ F (xy, 7]  / B(x, s " (17) 
It is also possible to find (17) directly from (5); here the proof involves 
verifying that 
1 F xy, s - -=~ ~ ~f(a ,v)  b(v,n--a)y~x n, 
2~-i c s n=2 a=l  v=l  
(18) 
but this simply amounts to finding the coefficient of s -1 in the Laurent 
expansion of F(xy, 1/s)B(x, s)/s. 
Just as in (15), the integral equation in (17) becomes a functional 
equation satisfied by B(x, y) when the singularities of F(xy, 1/s)/s are 
known; sometimes it will be possible to use this relationship to solve 
for B(x, y) explicitly. 
Now we are ready to consider the functions BJ(x, y). First we note 
that bJ(a, n) would correspond to the number b(a, n) which would result if 
J J J 
Fj(x, y) = ~ ~f (m,  n) x'~y" and G~(x) = ~ g(n) x '~ (19) 
m~l  n=l  n=l  
were used in place of F and G to define the sets {f(m, n)} and {g(n)}. 
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This observation along with (17) implies that 
BJ(x, y) = Gj(xy) + ~ F~ xy, BJ(x, s)ds (20) 
c S 
where c includes the origin (since F(xy, 1/s)/s is simply a polynomial in 
1/s) but excludes the singularities ofBJ(x, s). Substituting the representation 
of Fj(xy, I/s) given by (19) into (20) we obtain after integrating 
~ l J c3'~B~ I xmYm' (21) BJ(x, y) = g(m) + ~f (m,  n) --~--. i 
'm.=l n=l  
where ~"BJ denotes the n-th partial derivative with respect o s of B~(x, s) 
at s = 0. But we also have 
B~(x,y) -- L my y ' (22) 
so that equating coefficients of y* in (21) and (22) gives the system of 
equations 
~B j J ~nBJ 
pt -- g(p) x~ q- Z f (P ,  n) ~ x ~,, (23) 
'a,=l 
for p = 1, 2,..., j. The system in (23) consists of j equations, linear with 
respect o the functions O~B~/p!, so Cramer's rule may be applied to solve 
for these functions explicitly in terms of x and the numbers g(n) andf(m, n), 
m, n = l, 2 ..... j. In fact, we have 
O~BJ p! -- Aj~(x)/Aj(x), (24) 
Aj(x) = det[a,.~], Aj~(x) ~- det[b~], (25) 
where [a~] is defined by 
= tf(r ,r)  x ~-  1, if r =s ,  (26) 
a~ If(r, s) x", if r :~ s, 
and [b~] is obtained from [ar~] by replacing the p-th column of [a~,] 
with the column vector [--g(1)x,--g(2)x ~ ..... --g(j)xq. Substituting the 
expressions for ~VBJ/p! given by (24) into (22) gives 
J 
_ L 
so that evidently B~(x, y) is a rational function. 
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Part of our interest in the functions bJ(a, n) is evinced by the fact that 
bJ(a, n) = b(a, n) for n ~< j, and hence the implication that BJ(x, y) tends 
uniformly to B(x, y) in a suitable domain D(x, y); this follows from the 
fact that 
B(x, y) -- B'(x, y) = Z .~, {b(a, n) -- bJ(a, n)} yaxn. (28) 
n=j+l  a=l  
The relation in (17) is a special case of an important integral equation 
known as the Fredholm equation; Whittaker and Watson [8] give the 
following definition. Let o~(z) be a continuous function and suppose 
K(z, s) is a real function of z and s such that either (i) it is a continuous 
function of both variables in the range a ~< s, z ~< b, or (ii) it is a con- 
tinuous function of both variables in the range a ~ s ~ z ~< b and 
K(z, s) -- 0 when s > z. Now 
= K(z ,  ds (29) 
is Fredholm's equation; K(z, s) is called the kernel. To see that the equation 
in (17) has this form, we suppose c is defined by s(t) for 0 ~< t ~< 1, regard 
x as a fixed number, write y = s(z), and convert he contour integral into 
a line integral to obtain 
1 f l  ( 1 )B (x  ' . . .ds( t )  B(x, s(z)) = G(xs(z)) + 2-~-i o F xs(z), 7(U) sit)) s~Tj-" (30) 
This equation is less general than the Fredholm equation in (29) principally 
in that F and G are assumed to be analytic; consequently, the theory of 
the equation is considerably simpler in the case we consider. For example, 
the existence of a unique solution is guaranteed since the definition of 
b(a, n) in (5) and the relationship between the generating series (17) are 
equivalent statements. 
The expression for B(x, y) given by (9) corresponds to the solution of 
(30) given by the method of successive approximations and is called the 
Neumann series while the approximations of B(x, y) given by the functions 
B~(x, y) correspond to the solution given by Fredholm's method. An 
excellent exposition of the theory of this integral equation as well as a 
description of the work done since Fredholm first gave a complete theory 
for them in 1900, may be found in Riesz and Sz-Nagy [7]. 
The connection between the Fredholm equation and convolutions 
such as the one given in (5) seems not to have been observed before. 
In the next section we show that certain sums which are of interest in 
the theory of numbers are a special case of this convolution. 
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A LINK WITH NUMBER THEORY 
Consider the sum 
r(n) = ~" s(d), (31) 
aln 
where the index of summation extends over all compositions of n with 
the parts equal; that is, the index of summation extends over all positive 
divisors of n. The formulas of the previous ection can be specialized in 
order to deduce some of the well-known facts about generating series 
of sequences {r(n)} defined as in (31). 
Suppose W(x) and F(x) generate {w(n)} and {J(n)}, respectively; then 
define F(x, y) and G(x) in (7) by 
f (m, n) = t f(n)' if m = n, (32) 
10, otherwise, 
and 
g(n) = f(n) w(n). 
For any composition (al,  a., ,..., ai) of n we have 
f(al a2) f(a2 a3) "" f(ai-1 ai) g(ai) = tw(a) f~/"(a)' 
' ' ' IO, 
so that 
and 
b(a, n) = I w(a)fn/a(a)' if aln 
10, otherwise, 
(33) 
if a[n, 
otherwise, 
(34) 
(35) 
b(n) = ~ w(d)f"/a(d). (36) 
din 
The definitions in (32) and (33) also imply F(x ,  y )  = F (xy) ,  and 
G(x) = ~ f (n) w(n) x n 1 "c (1 ds 2=iJ F(xs) W ~-) (37) 
- -  S ~ 
where c is a contour in the s plane that includes the singularities of 
W(1/s)/s, but excludes those of F(xs). 
The case in which f(n) = 1, for n -~ 1, 2,..., is of particular interest. 
Here F (x )= x/(1 - -x )and  G(x)= W(x); thus, (13) implies Bl(x, y )= 
W(xy), and (15) implies 
1 ( xyB~(x, s) ds = Bk(x, xy). (38) Bk+l(X, Y) 2-~i .~ c s(s -- xy) 
582/5/~-5 
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From (38) we deduce that Bk(x, y) = W(xky), and hence that 
B(x, y) = W(xy) q- W(x2y) q- W(xay) -1- " ' .  (39) 
Under present assumptions, the functions BJ(x, y) are easily found 
since the system (23) becomes 
8eB k 
p! 
8PB j
- -  w(p)  x '+~y- ,  x" , (40) 
for p ---- 1, 2 ..... j, so that 
e~BJ w(p) x~ 
p! (1 -- xp) " 
(41) 
From (41) we deduce that 
2 w(p) xPy p 
re(x, y) = )L 
~0=1 ( I  - -  x ~~ ' 
(42) 
and letting j tend to infinity in (42) we obtain 
B(x, y) = ~ w(p) x~y ~ 
~=i (1 - -x~)  " 
(43) 
Combining (35), (39), and (43), the final result may be written 
S(x, y) = ~ E w(d) y~x" 
n=l  din 
= s s 
~=1 (1  - -  x v )  ~,l=l 
(44) 
From (44) we can deduce many well known results (see pages 257-258 
of Hardy and Wright [2]). For example, if w(n) = n k, ~aln dk ---- cr~")(n); 
usually, we write a 0 = r, cr 1 = m For k = 0, 1, 2, the generating function 
of  {n k} is x(l - -  x) -1, x(1 -- x) -2, and (x + x2)(1 --  x) -z, respectively; 
hence, (44) implies 
~-(n) x" = (45) 
n=i ,~=1 (1 --  x-) ' 
~ nx ~ ~ x" 
a(n) x '~ = (1 --  x n) = (1 --  x) ~ ' (46) 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
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~ n2x" _~x"+x2" 
az(n) x" = (1 --  x") (1 xn) "" (47) 
n~l n=l n=l  
Another class of problems in the theory of numbers asks for the number 
of compositions of n which satisfy certain requirements. Some of these 
problems tipulate how many parts may be used and which numbers may 
serve as parts of the composition; a generating function for compositions 
of this kind is easily obtained. Let b(n) denote the number of compositions 
of n which satisfy these stipulations and define 
l l, if a composition may have n parts, 
p(n) = 0, otherwise, 
(48) 
l l, if n may serve as a part in a composition, 
w(n) = 0, otherwise. 
Suppose P(x), W(x), and B(x) generate {p(n)), {w(n)), and {b(n)}, respec- 
tively, then it is easy to show that B(x)= P(w(x)) (for a proof, see 
Klarner [6]; this result is a generalization of a result which appears in 
Feller [1]). 
Problems involving enumeration of compositions become more difficult 
when, in addition to stipulating the number and type of parts, the pairs 
of consecutive parts are restricted in some way as well. A common type 
of composition satisfying properties of this kind is a partition of n which 
we will consider presently. 
Suppose a set S of positive parts and a subset P of S • S are given and 
define 
f (m, n) = t w(rn)' if (m, n) ~ P, (49) 
~0, otherwise, 
lw(n), if n ~ S, (50) 
g(n) = 10, otherwise, 
where w(1), w(2) .... are the weights of 1, 2 ..... 
Now defining b(n) in the usual way we have 
b(n) = ~ f (al , a2) f (a2 , a3) "" f (ai_l , ai) g(ai) 
(51) 
= Z w(al) w(a2)"" w(ai), 
where the first sum extends over all compositions of n and the second sum 
extends over those compositions (al, a2 .... , ai) of n such that aj ~ S and 
(aj_l, as)s P, fo r j  = I, 2, .... i. Thus, the general problem we have set 
out to solve may be treated using the methods of the previous ection. 
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For example; to find the generating function of  {b(n)}, where b(n) 
denotes the number  of ways of expressing n as a sum of one or more 
consecutive numbers, we put g(n) = 1, and 
1, if m =n+ 1, (52) 
f (m, n) = I0, otherwise, 
so that G(x) = x/( l  -- x), F(x, y) ~ x2y/(1 -- xy), and 
l l ,  if n - -a= 1§  for i>~0, (53)  
b(a, n) = O, otherwise. 
Using (15) we have 
1 ( x2y~Bk(x, s) ds = xyB~(x, xy), (54) Bk+l(x, Y) 2-~7 J~ s(s -- xy) 
so that evidently B~(x, y) = Xk(~+l)/2yk/(1 --  xky), and hence 
Xk(~+l)/2y ~
B(x, y) = 1 -- xky " (55) 
k=l  
To find the generating function of {b(n)}, where b(n) denotes the number 
of composit ions of  n with contiguous parts distinct, we set g(n) = t, 
and define 
in this case we have 
f (m,  n) = I1' if m 3& n, (56) 
~0, otherwise; 
G(x) = x/(1 -- x) and F(x, y) = xy(x  § y -- 2xy)/(1 - -  x)( 1 -- y)(1 --  xy). 
Substituting these functions into (17), integrating, and transposing a term 
gives 
xy  
B(x, xy) + B(x, y) = {1 + B(x, 1)) 1 - -  xy (57) 
Now we write xlr for y in (57), multiply the resulting identity by ( - -  1) ~, 
for k = 0, 1 ..... K, and sum over k to obtain 
~ (--1)kxk+ly 
B(x, y) -Jr ( - -1) K B(x, xX+ly) = {1 @ B(x, 1)} 1 -- xe+ly 
k~O 
(58) 
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But B(x, xK+~y) tends to zero as K tends to infinity for I x l sufficiently 
small; thus (58) implies 
B(x, 1) _ ~ (--1)~+lx k 
1 q- B (x ,  1) 1 - -  x k : T (x ) .  (59) 
k=l 
Using the result in the paragraph following (48), we see that B/(1 + B) 
generates 
(--1) i b(al) b(a2)'" b(ai), (60) 
where the sum extends over all composit ions of n; also, (44) implies that 
T(x) generates 
Z (--1) a+l = %('0 --  re(n) = -r*(n), (61) 
din 
where %(n) and ~-e(n) denote the number  of odd divisors and the number 
of even divisors of  n, respectively. Thus, if 2 k is the highest power of  
2 which divides n, ~-*(n) = (1 --  k)~'(n/29. 
The relation (59) also implies B(x, 1) = T(x)/(1 -- T(x), so we have 
b(n) = ~ "r*(al) "r*(ae) ." ~'*(ai), (62) 
where the sum extends over all composit ions of n. Equating (60) and (61) 
we have the inverted form of (62): 
z*(n) = ~ (- -1)  i b(aO b(a2)"" b(aO, (63) 
where the sum extends over all compositions of  n. The sequence {b(n)} 
has in part the form {1, 1, 3, 4, 7, 14,..}. 
The number of compositions of n in which no more than one part of 
each pair of consecutive parts is 1 can be found by setting g(n) = 1 and 
lO, if m = n= 1, (64) 
f(m, n) = 1, otherwise. 
Using G(x)  = x / (1  - -  x )  and F(x ,  y )  = (x -t- y - -  xy ) / (1  - -  x)(1 -- y) in 
(17), we have 
xy {1 + B(x, 1)} --  xy ~ B(x, 0) (65) B(x, y) -- 1-- xy 
where OB(x, 0) denotes OB(x, s)/Os at s -~ 0. Differentiating with respect 
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to y at y ----= 0 in (65), or putting y = 1 in (65) gives two equations linear 
in B(x, 1) and ~B(x, 0); solving for B(x, 1) gives 
x(1 + x ~) x~ 
B(x, 1 )= 1- -x - -x  ~-x  3=x+ +3x3+5x4+9xS+'" ' (66)  
Now we are going to show how the common identities involving the 
generating functions of the various partition functions can be made to 
follow from the formulas of the previous section. To do this, we first 
observe that another parameter can be introduced which keeps track of 
the contribution to the sum that defines b(n) made by compositions of n 
with exactly i parts. We simply write zF(x, y) and zG(x) in place of 
F(x, y) and G(x); then, for example, (15) becomes 
Bk+~(x, y, z) = ~ F xy, Bk(x, s, (67) 
and hence, 
B(x, y, z) = Bl(X , y) z -~ B2(x , y) z 2 + .... , (68) 
where Bk(x, y) is defined in (15). Also, it follows from (68) that 
z f ( 1) B(x ,y ,  z) ds (69) B(x, y, z) = zG(xy) + ~ F xy, ~-  -S- " 
c 
We note for purposes of comparison that the following technique gives 
a generating function in a certain form for most kinds of partition func- 
tions. Suppose 0 < as < as < ... is a given set of integers and let 
{a~, a~2 .... } be a set of non-negative integers associated with a~, for 
i = 1, 2 ..... The number of partitions of n involving exactly k of the parts 
a l ,  a2 ..... where a~ is selected as a part exactly ai~ times, for some j and 
i = 1, 2,..., is the coefficient of zkx ~ in the expansion of 
z l xolol  i5  z ~ ' (7o) 
For example, if {o~, a~2 .... } = {0, 1,...}, for i = 1, 2,..., the generating 
function is 
I5 / I  . {1 -k zx ~ -+- z2x 2~ + ""} ~ (1 -- zxaO ' (71) 
i=1 i=l 
also, if {a i l  , a i2  . . . .  } --- {0,1}, for i = 1, 2,..., the generating function is 
f i  (1 + zxa i ) .  (72) 
i=l 
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It follows from (71) that p~(n), the number of partit ions of n into 
exactly k parts, is generated by 
P(x, z) = (1 -- zx i) = 1%- ~ pk(n)zkx n. (73) 
i= l  n=l  k=l 
I f  g(n) ~ I, and 
l l, if m ~< n, (74) 
f (m, n) -~ O, otherwise, 
then b(a, n) is the number  of partitions of  n with smallest part  equal to a. 
Alternatively, ifg(n) = 1 and 
f (m,n)= llo ' if m ~n,  (75) 
, otherwise, 
then b(a, n) is the number  of partitions of n with largest part  equal to a.  
Using the definition of {f(m, n)} given in (74), we have 
F(x, y) = xy/(1 -- y)(1 -- xy); 
substituting this into (15) we obtain a recurrence satisfied by {Bk(x, y)} 
which along with Bl(x, y) = xy/(1 -- xy) implies 
x~Y 9 (76) 
B~(x, y) = (1 --  x ) . . .  (1 - -  xk-a)(1 - -  x~y) '
hence, 
k~l . (77) 
yxkz k 
B(x, y, z) = (1 --  x) "" (1 --  x~-l)(1 --  xky) 
Similarly, the definition of  {f(m, n)} given in (75) implies 
F(x, y) -~ xy/(1 -- x)(1 --  xy), 
and this leads to 
x~Y 9 (78) 
Bk(x, y) = (1 --  xy)(1 x2y) .." (1 -- x~y) ' 
hence, 
YXkZ~ . (79) 
B(x, y, z) = ~ (1 --  xy)(1 - -  x~y) "'" (1 -- xky) 
k=l 
When y = I in (77) or (79) the generating functions are both equal 
to P(x, z) 1; hence, we obtain Euler's famous identity 
f i  1 ~=~ x~z k
i= l (1 - - zx  i) = 1%- = (1 - -  x ) (1 - -  x2) ' ' ' (1 -x  k) " (80) 
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If we want the generating function for the number of partitions of n 
with the smallest part restricted in some way, we modify (76) and (77) 
by redefining G(x). The generating functions (78) and (79) can be modified 
similarly to treat restrictions on the largest part in the partition9 
Of course, {f(m, n)} and { g(n)} may be defined in many ways so that b(n) 
enumerates a variety of partitions of n. Using the Fredholm equation, it 
generally develops that the functions BJ(x, y, z) tend to a generating func- 
tion having a form given by (70), while the function 
B(x, y, z) ~ Bl(x, y)z -k Bz(x, y)z ~ -k "'" 
will usually have a form similar to (77) or (79). Equating these results 
sometimes leads to a classical identity due to Euler, Cauchy, Jacobi, et al.; 
generally, the methods used in the first place in establishing these identities 
are simpler and more elementary than an application of our methods. 
We have mentioned this application only to indicate a connection between 
the generating functions of partition functions and the Fredholm equation. 
SOME APPLICATIONS TO PROBABILITY THEORY 
In the theory of Markov chains the probability of the occurrence of a 
certain outcome in the t-th trial of a sequence of trials depends only on 
the outcome of the (t -- l)-st trial9 We will call the possible outcomes of 
the trials states E1, E2 .... , and let Po denote the probability of a transition 
from E~ (the outcome of the (t -- 1)-st trial) to E~ (the outcome of the t-th 
trial); also, the probability that Ei is the initial state is Pi .  Thus, the 
probability of the sequence of states (E~, E~-, Ek ,...) is simply PiP~jPjk .... 
and the probability of a transition from E~ to Ej passing through exactly 
n states isp~pi~ i fn = 1, and ifn > 1, 
p(~) (81 ) iJ = Z Pi PialPata~ "" Pa,>M , 
where (al, a2 ..... an-0 ranges over all (n -  l)-tuples with components 
selected from the index set of/71, E2 ..... It is easy to see that 
//12 Pl P2 FPn P~z 
/P~ , P(2~ ) = 1 P~ P~I P2~ (82) 
9 . . 
A discussion of finite Markov chains is given by Feller [1]; furthermore, 
he shows that 
Pit(t) = ~ P~n.)tn (83) 
iJ 
n = l  
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is a rational function which can be given in terms of t, Pi ,  and the transition 
probabilities {Puv}. There are many aspects of the theory of  the Fredholm 
equation and the theory of  Markov chains which are analogous; for 
example, the similarity between (1) and (81) cannot escape notice. In fact, 
we will show that the computation eeded to calculate (83) is equivalent 
to solving an appropriate integral equation. To see this, define 
P(x, y) = i i PmnXmy n' S(x) = i p~x", (84) 
m=l  n=l  n=l  
and put F(x, y) = tP(y/s, xs), G(x) = S(xsu) in (7); then 
f (m,  n) = p~,~s~-~t, g(n) = p~s"u ~', 
and for any composition (a  I , a2 ..... ak), 
f (a l ,  a2) f (a2, a3) "'" f (ak_l, a~) g(ak) = P~k Pa~ak-~"" P%~ 2Pa~ ~ uaksa~t k-1. 
(85) 
Now from (85) it follows that B(x, y ) - -B (x ,  y :s, t, u) is defined 
by (17) such that the coefficient of  u~s j in B(1, 1 : s, t, u) is simply Pie(t). 
Another interesting probabilistic interpretation of (1) serves as a 
generalization of the following familiar result dealing with recurrent 
events: I f  the probability of  a success in a sequence of trials depends only 
on the length of  the run of failures between this success and the previous 
success, then the probability of  a success on the n-th trial is 
b(n) = ~f (aOf (a2)  "" f(ai),  (86) 
wheref(a)  is the probability of  a success after a run of a - -  1 failures, and 
(al ,  a2 ..... at) ranges over all compositions of n into an unrestricted 
number o f  positive parts. This follows since the probability of  success 
occurring on trials tl < t2 < "'" < t~ = n is f (a l ) f (a~)"" J (ai) ,  where 
a~ = t~, a2 --  t2 -- ta ..... ax = t~ -- h-1 is a composition of n. Feller [1] 
gives the relationship between 
f =f (1 )x  +./(2)x z + --- and B = b(1)x + b(2)x 2 + --- as B -= F/(I -- F). 
Now suppose the probability of a success depends not only on the length 
of  the run of  failures between this success and penultimate success but 
also on the length of the run of failures between the penultimate success 
and the antipenultimate success as well. Under these assumptions the 
probability of a success of  the n-th trial is given by (I) where g(a) is the 
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probabi l i ty  o f  a success occurr ing for  the first t ime on the a-th trial, and 
f (m,  n) is the probabi l i ty  o f  a success after a run o fm - -  1 failures, a success 
and a second run of  n - -  1 fai lures. 
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